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The world’s leading luxury yacht show in Monaco is to pay for 55 wind turbines in New Zealand

Under the watchful eye of Prince Albert, the yacht show is part of Monaco’s new stance on glob

’Since Prince Albert came to the throne last year’ comments Henri Boulanger of Monte Carlo tra

The Monaco Yacht Show has bult a reputation over the years as the place for the wealthy to vie

In total 22,000 visitors are expected to attend with over 500 exhibitors from the yachting wor

The mix of wealth and Monte Carlo also means that real estate agents in Monaco will be on full

The Monaco Grand Prix attracts tens of thousands of Formula 1 fans annually to the principalit

Monte Carlo real estate specialists Tribune Properties say that the more relaxed atmosphere of

’If someone is visiting Monaco for the Yacht Show and has several million Euros available, it’

Typical of Monaco Real Estate prices is a two bedroom two bathroom apartment in Seaside Plaza,
Monaco Hotels

The emergence of the Yacht Show has helped the Monaco economy by drawing the world’s wealthy t

Until recently the Monaco Grand Prix in May and the Monte Carlo Masters tennis the month befor

With the Yacht Show in September filling the hotels at premium rates, it has proved to be a we

This year also saw the first Monaco Flower Show, which it is hoped will also be a tourist magn

’In the past Monaco has had the highlights of the Monaco Grand Prix and the tennis, with consi

Despite being the second smallest country in the world, Monaco has attracted many of the world
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